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We propose and substantiate the concept of terahertz (THz) laser based on the optically pumped graphene layers and the resonant cavity

of the Fabri–Perot type. The pumping scheme which corresponds to the optical interband excitation of graphene followed by the emission of

an optical phonons cascade provides the population inversion for the interband transitions in a relatively wide range of THz frequencies. We

demonstrate that the THz lasing in the device under consideration at room temperatures is feasible if its structure is optimized. The

frequency and output power of the generated THz radiation can be tuned by varying the distance between the mirrors.
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R
ecent experimental and theoretical studies have
demonstrated that graphene layers and their stacks
exhibit unusual electron and optical properties, that

may be used in the design of novel electron and optoelectron
devices.1–3) Under optical excitation, the interband popula-
tion inversion in graphene can be achieved.4–6) Due to the
gapless energy spectrum of graphene, such a population
inversion can lead to the stimulated emission of long-
wavelength photons, in particular, the photons in the
terahertz (THz) range of frequencies. The results of recent
experiments7) confirm this. In this paper, we propose the
concept of a THz laser based on an optically pumped
graphene heterostructure (GHS) with a Fabri–Perot type
resonator and substantiate this concept.

The active section of the laser proposed consists of a pure
separating Si layer of thickness t followed by a graphene–
SiC–Si–SiC–graphene GHS (with thin SiC layers) of the net
thickness d. Thus, the laser active section comprises two
separated graphene layers. The first (separating) Si layer is
adjacent to a metal mirror (made of, say, Al, Au, or Ag).
Another mirror with an output hole of diameter 2a is placed
at the distance L from the first one, so that a Fabri–Perot
resonator (with the diameter 2R) is formed. The laser
structure in question is shown in Fig. 1(a). Slightly different
laser with a suspended GHS, i.e., the GHS separated from
the mirror by an air layer (with thickness tair), shown in
Fig. 1(b), is also considered. The graphene layers are excited
by optical radiation with the photon energy h�� [as shown
schematically in Fig. 1(b)]. It is assumed that h�� somewhat
exceeds the value 2nh�!0 ¼ h��0, namely, h�� & h��0 þ "F,
where h�!0 ’ 0:2 eV is the optical phonon energy, n ¼
1; 2; . . ., and "F is the electron and hole quasi-Fermi energy.
In this case, as predicted theoretically4–6) and investigated
experimentally (for instance, in refs. 7–9), the photogenera-
tion of electrons and holes followed by the emission of an
optical phonon cascade, results in substantial electron and
hole populations of the conduction band bottom and the
valence band top, respectively, [see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].

The dynamic ac conductivity of an optically pumped
graphene layer �! comprises both the interband and
intraband contributions, so that

Re �! ¼ Re �ðinterÞ
! þ Re �ðintraÞ

! : ð1Þ
If the electron and hole energy distributions near the band
edges are characterized by the Fermi distribution functions

with the quasi-Fermi energy "F and the effective temperature
T , one obtains (for the ac electric field directed in the
graphene plane)

Re �ðinterÞ
! ¼ e2

4h�
tanh

h�!� 2"F
4kBT

� �
; ð2Þ

Re �ðintraÞ
! ¼ 2e2kBT� ln½1þ expð"F=kBT Þ�

�h�
2ð1þ !2�2Þ : ð3Þ

Here e is the electron charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and � is the electron and hole momentum relaxation time
(which is assumed independent on the energy). The case
"F ¼ 0 corresponds to the equilibrium, while the case "F > 0

corresponds to the interband population inversion. As follows
from eq. (3) in the latter case, Re �ðinterÞ

! < 0 for h�! < 2"F.
Since the electron and hole densities increase with increasing
optical pumping intensity I�, the quasi-Fermi energy "F also
increases. This implies that at sufficiently strong pumping,
Re �! can become negative in a certain range of frequencies.
Equations for Re �ðinterÞ

! and Re �ðintraÞ
! were obtained for the

Fermi distributions of electrons and holes near the edge of the
bands. If the electron–electron, electron–hole, and hole–hole

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the laser structures with Si separation

layer (a) and with air separation layer (b), as well as the laser pumping

scheme (c) and electron and hole distribution functions (d). Tooth-like

arrows on panel (b) indicate the directions of optical pumping radiation

and output THz radiation with the photon energies h� � and h� !, respec-
tively. Arrows on panel (c) correspond to the pertinent transitions.
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interactions do not provide an effective ‘‘fermisation’’ of the
electron and hole energy distributions in a narrow energy
range near " ¼ 0, the equations in question should be
modified taking into account the deviation of the distributions
from the Fermi distribution.5)

To determine the conditions of lasing for the lasers with
different structural parameters, we introduce the efficiency
coefficient Q, which is the ratio of the THz radiation
(polarized in the graphene layer plane) power generated in
the graphene layers to the THz power absorbed in the
mirrors and Si-layers:

Q ¼ ð8�=cÞRe �!½E2jz¼t þ E2jz¼tþd�
ð1� r1ÞE2

1 þ ð1� r2ÞE2
2 þ ða=RÞ2E2

1 þ E2
Si

ð4Þ

with

E2
Si ¼ ð�Si nSi=2Þ

Z tþd

0

E2 dz:

Here E ¼ EðzÞ is the amplitude of the THz electric field, E1

and E2 are the maximum amplitudes of the THz electric
field in the space between the first mirror and the nearest
graphene layer and the second mirror and the graphene layer
nearest to the latter, respectively, r1 and r2 are the reflection
coefficients from metal mirrors, �Si and nSi are the
absorption coefficient and real part of the refraction index
of Si, and c is the speed of light. The third and fourth terms
in the denominator in eq. (4) correspond to the losses of THz
radiation due to its output through the hole in the second
mirror and to the absorption in the Si layers. In the case of
the laser structure shown in Fig. 1(b),

E2
Si ¼ ð�Si nSi=2Þ

Z tairþd

tair

E2 dz:

The absorption of THz radiation in fairly thin SiC layers is
neglected. The diffraction losses are also disregarded due to
� ¼ 2� c=! < a � R. The condition Q > 1 corresponds to
the THz lasing.

The spatial distributions of the THz electric field inside
the Fabri–Perot resonator was calculated using the Maxwell

equations considering the features of the layers. It was
assumed that the electron and hole quasi-Fermi energies in
graphene layers under optical pumping are "F ¼ 60meV and
the mobility is10) � ¼ 200;000 cm2/(V�s) at the temperature
T ¼ 300K (� ¼ 1 ps). As follows from eqs. (2) and (3),
this corresponds to �! ¼ �5:76� 107 cm/s at f ¼ !=2� ¼
5:05THz (h�! ¼ 20:88meV), so that 2h� j�!j=e2 ¼ 0:50.
We set a=R ¼ 0:1 and r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 0:99. The data for the
characteristics of Si and metal mirrors (Al) in the range of
the frequencies under consideration were taken from ref. 11.
The calculated spatial distributions of the THz electric field
are demonstrated in Fig. 2. In particular, the plot in Fig. 2(a)
corresponds to t ¼ 48 �m and d ¼ 52 �m (so that t þ d ¼
100 �m). For the distribution shown in Fig. 2(a), using
eq. (4), one obtains Q ¼ 1:86 (i.e., Q > 1). However,
at t ¼ 43 �m and d ¼ 57 �m, Q reaches a minimum:
Q ¼ 0:95. For the frequency f ¼ 7:67THz (31:72meV)
for which �! ¼ �6:55� 107 cm/s with 2h� j�!j=e2 ’ 0:57,
at t ¼ 49 �m and d ¼ 51 �m [see Fig. 2(b)], as well as at
t ¼ 46 �m and d ¼ 54 �m, our calculations yield Q ¼ 1:91
and 1.01, respectively. In all the above cases, the net
thickness was assumed to be t þ d ¼ 100 �m. If the latter
value varies, the spatial distribution of the THz electric field
can change dramatically. Indeed, for f ¼ 7:67THz, setting
t ¼ 49 �m and d ¼ 61 �m, so that t þ d ¼ 110 �m, one
obtains the distribution shown in Fig. 2(c) with Q ¼ 0:55.
At t ¼ 46 �m and d ¼ 64 �m, the value of Q becomes rather
small: Q ¼ 0:2. This implies that the fulfillment of the
condition of the THz lasing Q > 1 in the laser structures
under consideration with two graphene layers is real but it
requires a careful optimization of the graphene structure
(proper choice of the thicknesses of the Si layers and the
spacing between the mirrors). Figure 2(d) shows the spatial
distribution of the THz electric field calculated for a laser
with the frequency f ¼ 1:08THz (h�! ¼ 4:48meV). It is
assumed that t ¼ 61 �m, d ¼ 39 �m, and the pumping
corresponds to "F ¼ 17meV at T ¼ 77K. This provides
�! ¼ �5� 107 cm/s with 2h� j�!j=e2 ’ 0:43. The obtained
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Fig. 2. Spatial distributions of THz electric field (red lines) and real part of refractive index (blue lines).
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value of the efficiency coefficient is Q ¼ 2:16.
The frequency dependence of �! is associated with the

following two factors: a temperature smearing of the Fermi
distribution and a weakening of the Drude absorption with
increasing frequency (the Drude absorption decreases with
increasing mobility). This is why the transfer to the low end
of the THz range requires a decrease in the temperature or an
increase in the mobility.

Figure 3(a) shows the dependence of coefficient Q on the
separating Si layer thickness t for a laser with L ¼ 1 cm and
d ¼ 52 �m for f ¼ 5:05THz (20.88meV). One can see that
Q as a function of t varies quasiperiodically with the period
�=2nSi, where � ¼ 59:4 �m is the wave length in vacuum
(air). A decrease in the amplitude of oscillations is associated
with an increase in absorption of THz radiation in the
separating Si layer when its thickness t increases. In the
laser with the suspended GHS [see Fig. 1(b)], in which the
absorption of TH radiation between the GHS and the mirrors
can be neglected, the Q versus tair dependence exhibits a
larger amplitude and it is purely periodic. Such a dependence
is shown in Fig. 3(b) for d ¼ 50 �m and f ¼ 5:3THz
(21.9meV). The efficiency coefficient Q exhibits similar
oscillations as a function of the spacing between the mirrors
L. Hence, varying L, one can mechanically tune the
frequency of THz radiation and the output THz power.

The lasing in the devices under consideration can also be
achieved if the graphene layers are less perfect than it was
assumed above, exhibiting rather modest mobility. However,
in such a case, lower temperatures might be required and the
generation of radiation with elevated frequency can merely
be possible. The former is associated with the necessity
to increase the intensity of the interband transitions by
suppressing the temperature smearing of the electron and
hole distributions to compensate an increase in the Drude
absorption with decreasing mobility and, hence, decreasing
momentum relaxation time �. The frequency shift can be
attributed to the fact that the Drude absorption is propor-
tional to 1=!2�. Hence, a decrease in the momentum
relaxation time � can be compensated by an increase in the
frequency !. Our calculations show that even at electron
(hole) mobility � ¼ 20;000 cm2/(V�s),12) the lasing in the
THz frequency range is possible at T ¼ 77K. At room
temperatures (RTs), the lasing using ‘‘low quality’’ GHS can
also be realized but in the mid-infrared range.

The threshold optical power density Sth
� depends on the

required value of the quasi-Fermi energy "F (and, hence, the
electron and hole density �) and the recombination time �R.
The mechanisms determining the latter are not well under-
stood yet. Considering the experimental date7) (see also
ref. 8), we set �R ¼ 10 ps and, hoping that the recombination

time can be increased in GHS with weaker disorder,
�R ¼ 100 ps. We estimate Sth

� (as in ref. 4) using eqs. (2)
and (3) in which the Fermi energy "F is determined by
the electron and hole densities. Assuming h�� ¼ 920meV
and "F ¼ 60meV (n ¼ 2), we obtain � ’ 3� 1011 cm�2

and Sth� ’ 5� ð103{104Þ W/cm2 [with the absorbed power
density S�th

� ’ 5� ð102{103ÞW/cm2]. At h�� ¼ 120meV
(CO2 laser) and "F . 60meV, one obtains Sth

� ’ 6:5�
ð102{103ÞW/cm2. If "F ¼ 20meV, the required optical
power is Sth

� ’ 5� ð102{103ÞW/cm2. The mirrors can also
serve as a resonator for input optical radiation. In this case,
the input pumping power can be reduced by the value of the
optical resonator quality factor Q� � 1. Assuming that the
stimulated radiative recombination surpasses the nonradia-
tive recombination (the pumping optical power density S�
markedly exceeds the threshold value Sth

�) and taking into
account that the pumping optical radiations crosses GHS
twice, one can obtain the following rough estimate for
the output THz power: P! ¼ K ð�R2ÞS�, where K ¼
ð4�e2=h� cÞð!=�Þ. In the case of pumping by a CO2 laser
and !=� ’ 1=6, K ’ 1:6%. If 2R ¼ 0:1 cm and S� ¼ 104

W/cm2, one obtains P! ’ 1:25W.
One needs to point out that the energy of optical radiation

photons h�� should be chosen to provide sufficiently small
value h��� h��0 � "F. Otherwise, the excessive energy of
the photogenerated electrons and holes (after the emission
of the optical phonon cascade) might result in a marked
heating of the electron–hole system13) and shortening of the
recombination time due to the inclusion of the recombina-
tion associated with the emission of optical phonons14) The
latter can prevent the achievement of THz lasing.

In conclusion, we proposed a tunable THz laser based on
optically pumped GHS placed in the Fabri–Perot resonator
and demonstrated the feasibility of its operation at RT.
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